Gleitsmann Supplies Inks for Award Winning Regional Banknote of the Year
Berlin 6th December, 2019
Gleitsmann is pleased to announce that the award winning Regional Asian Banknote of the
Year issued by the National Bank of Cambodia (NBC) has been printed using solely inks
produced by Gleitsmann Security Inks (GSI).
The Award for the 15,000 Riel commemorative note was announced during last week’s HSP
Conference in Yokohama, Japan. In an effort to ensure a high-speed production of the notes
during summer this year, GSI had delivered very fast drying intaglio and offset inks to the
expert team of NBC. Building on decades of experience in producing high security printing
inks for many international customers, Gleitsmann was able to produce and ship more than a
dozen inks within less than one month following first discussions with its customer.
“All of us at GSI in Berlin are extremely proud that the long-term supply relationship has
enabled such a quick turnaround and that the performance of GSI’s inks resulted in a short
production time and high printing quality. Achieving the award together with suppliers like
Landqart proves the usability of our intaglio and offset inks for various banknote substrates.”
said Ulrich Walter, Managing Director of GSI. Choosing GSI as the only supplier of inks for
the commemorative note reduced the risk of the just-in-time production and strengthens the
relationship between NBC and GSI.

About Gleitsmann Security Inks:
Gleitsmann Security Inks (GSI) has been a trusted, innovative provider of highly secure,
durable and efficient inks for government entities worldwide since 1847. GSI continuously
strives to improve its products, meeting latest requirements from its customers, i.e. Central
Banks, State Printworks and Commercial Security printers. Customer centricity is not just a
buzzword for GSI but has highest priority in every aspect of its operation. GSI’s technical and
commercial customer service, operating from the headquarters in Berlin, provide support
within hours from receiving a customer request. Besides the standard intaglio, offset and
numbering inks GSI also provides cost efficient varnish solutions and an environmentally
friendly series of silk-screen colors. GSI’s products are today used by more than 40
international customers and has recently been accredited by the Banknote Ethics Initiative
(BnEI).

